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Abstract. mCPod, or On-line database of photometric observations of magnetic chemically peculiar stars, is a unique
thematic archive of photometric time series of the magnetic chemically peculiar (mCP) stars in optical and near-IR bands.
Nowadays, the database contains almost 150 000 photometric measurements of the 151 Galactic mCP stars and the archive
is constantly updated with recently published data. This poster briefly describes current status of the project and our plans
for further development.
Table 1. List of mCP stars

Introduction
We collected photometric observations of Galactic mCP
stars available via NASA ADS and CDS SIMBAD/VizieR
services into single relational database. We also supplied
unpublished data obtained by private communication. The
measurements were performed in optical and near-IR
bands in various photometric systems, a.i. Strömgren uvby
system (Strömgren, 1966), HIPPARCOS (ESA, 1997)
system, Johnson international photometric system
(Johnson, 1951), Geneva (Golay, 1972), 10-colour
photometry (Schöneich et al., 1976), Walraven (Walraven &
Walraven, 1960) and Maitzen (Maitzen, 1976) systems.
Most of the stars contained in the database are listed in
Table 1. The on-line query interface allows to extract ASCII
table of the requested data that was originally designed for
data analysis tools developed by us (Mikulášek 2007). We
would like to develop more flexible export filters to meet
everybody's needs. They will come with the next generation
mCPod database.

Database structure
The inferior relational model, currently in use, is remnant
from pilot project and soon it will become obsolete.
Therefore, here we describe the new optimized and
complex database structure that will be used in future
versions. The structure can be seen on Figure 1. The
primary tables are Star, Reference, Datapoint, Dataset and
Session. All star records are kept in the Star table. Each
star has its own internal ID and also cross-ID (in our case
HD number) used for SIMBAD search. The Reference table
collects all references and the Datapoint table contains all
individual photometric measurements. The Dataset table
groups data points into time series and the Session table
sorts these time series into “sessions”, i.e. datasets from
the same target acquired with identical instrument setup
and observing conditions, that share the same reference
paper. The Session table basically defines relation between
Star, Reference and Dataset tables.

Database code and query interface
The database itself is based on MySQL InnoDB solution.
Public access is provided by object oriented web
application written in PHP 5 running on Apache web server
(see Figure 2). The query interface is accessible at:

Figure 1. Database structure overview

mCPod and the Virtual Observatory
The main purpose of our project is to simplify multi-band
analysis of available data acquired by different observing
facilities. This fully corresponds with the actual goals of
the Virtual Observatory (VO). Therefore, its existence
confirms the general need for implementation of
photometric time series into the VO framework.

Scientific output
The archive is operational since 2006 and it is still under
development; nevertheless, it has already produced an
interesting scientific output, a.i. discovery of the
extraordinary rotational braking of He strong CP star
HD 37776 (Mikulášek 2008).

Figure 2. Basic query form
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